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Abstract

Modern IS/IT systems tend to use several sources of data and many developers process the
this data manually. A homogeneous system for processing the data will make their systems less
error-prone and reduce the time to market. This article will present an architecture and a query
processing technique for homogeneously retrieving data from multiple heterogeneous data
sources. The approach presented has studied several similar systems, i.e. Garlic, TSIMMIS,
SIMS and Starburst. These systems solves similar problems to ours in various ways. It turns
out that a higher abstraction and a constructional processing technique in combination with a
mediation architecture is a solid choice for homogeneously retrieving data from heterogeneous
data sources.

1 Introduction

Have you ever created an object by using data from multiple data sources? Was your solution
generic enough to create any other object by just adding a description of the data and point where
it is stored? If you were to create a new type of objects you would probably have to develop similar
code for this certain type. It is likely you would invent the wheel again to solve almost the same
issue. Sure, you could refactor your code according to DRY[13] principle. Though, you will still
create a lot of custom code for every object type you want to work with. This problem is likely
to be more common in the future, service oriented architecture has been around for a while and
cloud computing is on the rise.

Retrieving data from multiple sources can be both time in-efficient and error-prone. The three
causes behind these issues are; first, the retrieval step where the developer writes different methods
to retrieve data from each data source. Second, processing the data to filter out superfluous data.
Third, merging the data from multiple sources into an integrated result set.

Developers are required to have detailed knowledge about their heterogeneous data sources.
The capability sets, query languages, domain models or the procedure of processing data may be
different for each source. This is not a problem with a homogeneous system since the integrated
domain model shares a common set of capabilities and uses only one query language. One common
situation is to have several different databases which you have to combine results from. If you are
lucky you may have a homogeneous set of DBMS servers but you will still have different domain
models in each database to query and merge results from. Another common situation is to combine
data from databases and data from files. You either have a different storage model, capability set
or query language that requires even more processing from the software and knowledge from the
developers. The latter situation does also require matching between data types but there is no
guarantee that the data types from different data sources will be compatible.

This article will investigate how to present multiple heterogeneous data sources in a homoge-
neous way. We will focus on the architecture and query processing, we will also investigate how
to make use of the ODMG Object Query Language(henceforth OQL)[6] to retrieve data from a
homogeneous database middle ware. These systems are commonly called mediators. The architec-
ture will be integrated into an existing system developed by a third part. The architecture shall be
able to fill the semantic gap between class models and storage models. Garlic is a similar system
developed for DB21 in the early 90s, has influenced many of the choices during the development.
Another system which has had great influence is Hibernate2 which is a object relation mapping
API. The disadvantage with Hibernate is the lack of support for multiple data sources. This is the
problem our solution will solve.

The solution to this problem will make retrieval and merging of data from multiple heteroge-
neous data sources less error-prone. Developers will only have to keep one data model, one query
language and one set of capabilities in mind compared to when doing it manually when the devel-
oper must have detailed knowledge about each data source. The productivity is likely to increase
since the data retrieval tasks will now be implemented faster so one can work with other features
that should be implemented.

1http://www.ibm.com/db2/
2http://www.hibernate.org
2 Research method

Action research was used throughout this project because it uses an iterative approach[17][3]. Its flow is showed in figure 1. An iterative approach was preferable so the problem could formally be split up in phases, much like a agile software process which are proven to work well for software development[16]. Action research is however not bound to software project and can be applied to all kinds of research[2]. Some argue that action research is an academic way of consulting due to the close collaboration with the industry but Baskerville has distinguished the differences for us[3]. For instance, Baskerville states that action researchers contribute to both research and his client in contrast to a consult who is only interested in his client. This project did not have a lot of similarities with consulting since the stakeholders only provided input on requirements and assisted a few times with possible solutions. The action research was applied more towards a design driven action research approach. There are three more benefits with action research. First; action research focus on change[2], reflection[3] and experiments[17]. The possibility to look back and reflect on the outcome from an iteration instead of doing a big bang approach, will probably avoid bad decisions for the upcoming iteration. Second, action research focus on applied theories to validate if it is applicable for the concerned case. Third, merely an extension of the previous arguments about iterations; iterations allows decisions to be postponed until later iterations so no premature decisions are made.

This research project followed a pragmatic philosophy. Pragmatism enables mixed method research and allows both qualitative and quantitative inquiries[8]. The pragmatic view was primarily chosen since it is problem-centered and real-world practice centered which makes it suitable with action research which is more or less the corresponding research method. An alternative to pragmatism would be postpositivism since the observations of a theory could be a good way of problem solving[8]. It does however appear like a postpositivism philosophy is less inviting to change than pragmatism which tends to be useful in changing environments and software requirements changes.
all the time\[13\]. Using postpositivism might have lead to the development of an theory that is proven false instead of adapting while doing the research do ensure success.

3 Related work

The research in retrieving data from multiple heterogeneous data sources started in the late 80's. Many of the ideas used today was presented by Gio Wiederholds paper published in 1992[21]. He stated the term mediator as a system which integrates data from various data sources which were easy to extend. Such mediators were later developed, the ones which has influenced this project are; Garlic, TSIMMIS, STRUDEL, SIMS and Starburst. But first we must present a few concepts behind query processing so we can properly present and compare the different mediators.

Lohman research contributed much in the area with his algorithm called STTrategy Alternative Rules(henceforth STAR)[15]. His query processing algorithm has been widely used for mediator systems. STAR is a constructive algorithm and constructive does in this case mean to build a new query tree from the retrieved input. Traditionally you would use a transformational processes to alter your query tree rather than constructing a new one, the latter has however been successfully used in Garlic[19] and TSIMMIS[7] which are two systems with a lot in common to ours. The algorithm is cost- and rule-based solution that constructs a set of alternative rules and picks the one with lowest cost to execute. Three different types of components are used to build these rule sets. First, Constants, a constant presents an attribute that are to be retrieved, it can also be values in predicates. For instance, in the query SELECT address FROM Patient p, X-Rays x WHERE p.birthnumber = p.patient consists of two constants, the attribute birthnumber in Patient and the attribute patient in X-rays. Second, Terminals are in fact an extension of relational algebra. Terminals have been extended with non-relation algebra operators, for example SORT for sorting information. Third, Non-Terminals are a higher abstraction of Terminals which has been grouped together. They are connected to one another in a tree. Some terminals require its input data to undergo certain preprocessing steps before it can be handled properly, such preprocessing steps are called Glue rules[15][12]. Consider once again the query SELECT address FROM Patient p, X-rays x WHERE p.birthnumber = x.patient, where you have to use JOINs to process the data. Joins can be processed in different ways and in this example we use Merge-Join which requires the input to be ordered by the join attributes. A SORT rule would be added to the rule set to fulfil this requirement and this rule would be called a glue rule.

Garlic is a fully-fledged mediator that uses STTrs in its query processor[10][5][19]. The Garlic project was started about 1990 in IBM Almedan Research Center. The goal of the project was to build an extensible middle ware system for homogeneously retrieving data from various data sources. The four different concepts of garlic are; first, A layered architecture with separate objects for the integrated schema, query processor and the different wrappers are each connected to a data source. Second, Wrappers. Wrappers are objects whose task is to convert queries from the mediator to its data source native query language and convert the results received into a desired class model. Third, Extending[12] Lohmans STTrs with a generic solution which works well for multiple data sources. Fourth, usage of the ODMG standards. ODMG has developed standards for an object oriented query language(OQL) and a corresponding data model. Garlic uses subsets of both these standards for its query language and integrated schema.

TSIMMIS is another complete mediator[14][7] but with a different approach than Garlic. Interestingly enough, both Garlic and TSIMMIS were developed at the same research center during the same and they have assumingly affected one another because they share several concepts. Differences do however exist, TSIMMIS uses plain STTrs without extensions in comparison to Garlic. The query languages does also differ, hence TSIMMIS uses a different set from the ODMG and SQL standards.

STRUDEL is a mediator extended with content management for web pages[9]. The architecture of STRUDEL is similar to TSIMMIS but the content management extension has added additional modules. It is however one of very few mediators that presents an integrated solution. This solution does also use a domain specific language extended with features to easily create web pages from the retrieved content. Although, it is not known which query processing technique they have used in STRUDEL or how their wrappers work in detail.
SIMS is a mediator with a domain specific query language\[1\] and, in contrast to the other mediators, uses a pipeline architecture. The domain specific query language uses an hierarchy between objects to see what different data each object can store\[1\]. It also enables casting between types, thus B inherit its properties from A, thereby you can cast object of type B to an object of type A if it creates a more efficient query. The query processes using a different technique than the previously described STARs. Instead, it works directly on the query by using templates of rewrite rules; a template can for instance show when it is more efficient to cast an object type in a query. In addition it does not use a layered mediator architecture, instead it uses a pipeline mediator architecture. The main difference between the architectures is that the pipeline architecture rigid flow of data, it strictly follows source selection → access planning → rewriting → execution and for each step gathers some additional meta data from the sources.

Starburst is just query processor and not a full mediator. Despite the fact it is not a full mediator it is still interesting. Starbursts query processing technique is similar to Garlies technique. Both uses a rule-based system but Starburst does in contrast to Garlic use a transformational approach and is not cost-based\[18\]. The rules are built up in a similar way to SIMS rules, Starbursts rules are however better explained and expressed with pseudo code. Starbursts and SIMS architectures are alike, Starburst is however more thorough with steps that neither of the previously mentioned projects has brought up. It has included steps for lexing, semantic checking and query evaluation before a query is executed. These steps are used to ensure the correctness of a query throughout the pipeline. Starbursts success has lead to a working prototype and an integrated implementation in IBM dB2.

We will in the next section see how we have used, extended or combined these techniques. The overall architecture is borrowed from Garlic and TSIMMIS but some extensions were made to decouple the design from domain specific details. STARs will be used for query processing but here we combined Lohmans solution and Garlies solution and put some metadata in the integrated schema instead of having it in the different LOLEPOPS.

4 Architecture

![Figure 2: System architecture](image)

Our mediator system uses a layered architecture with wrappers, as shown in figure 2, to increase extensibility. A layered mediator with wrappers is more extensible than a pipeline mediator,
wrappers can be easily added to extend the functionality in a layered mediator in comparison to a pipelined where one must also modify the query processor. Thus developers must deal with at least two subsystems in a pipeline architecture, the wrapper and the query execution module. This requires more knowledge from a developer compared to if the developer were to implement a wrapper for a layered mediation architecture. It is however not likely that any significant differences in performance exists between a pipeline mediator and a layered mediator architecture. Performance has tighter coupling to the query processing than the architecture which merely presents the structure of a system.

The different modules of our solution are described below.

**Business logic** The business logic is generally an encapsulated user application for solving organizational problems or supporting organizational processes. It uses the mediator system to retrieve data.

**Mediator** The mediator is responsible for processing queries, merging results and keeping track of available data sources. The mediator consists of a query processor for constructing query trees and merging data, it is further described in section 5.

**Repository** The Repository stores an integrated data model gathered from the available data sources. The repository is used to determine relationships between different objects. The objects may be located in different data sources. Thus must each object also contain information about the data source it belongs to.

**Wrappers** The wrappers are a homogeneous interface for working with heterogeneous data sources. It provides functionality to extract the schema from a data source in a usable format for the repository. A wrapper does also provide a parser used to execute queries towards its data source. The mediator will use one wrapper for each data source and its schema will be integrated in the repository.

**Data sources** A data source is where data is stored. It can be a DBMS or as shown in figure 2 a CSV or XML file. Nothing limits the data sources to be of other types as long there is a wrapper that can handle the format of the data source.

A wrapper has, as in Garlic[19] and TSIMMIS[7], two responsibilities. **First**, it is responsible for retrieving and parsing the schema from a data source. This may be done in various ways, i.e. a database management system has a schema for each database which makes it easy to retrieve. Once retrieved it is parsed into a usable format for the integrated schema in the repository. Working with XML-files are fairly similar, you have a schema but you have to do a couple of extra steps to extract it. You must first store the data in the memory and thereafter analyze its structure to extract the schema. It is thereafter stored in the integrated schema. A CSV-file does not have an explicit schema in its content so one must either hard code the schema into the wrapper, or use an external file containing the schema.

An external file containing the format of a schema is called **template**. We will present what a template is, what they are good for and how they are solved in this solution. A template is a file for presenting how the schema of a certain data type is formatted. For instance, a CSV files template shows in what order values should be bound to different attributes of an object. "Put Abstractions in Code, Details in Metadata" as proposed in The pragmatic Programmer[13], decouples your details from your design and makes it more adaptable. A metadata-driven solution makes it easier to extend a wrapper with a richer set of configurations. The wrapper does not have to be recompiled if there is a defect in the template since it has been decoupled from the binary. A wrapper is ready for use once it has been configured with a template and conversions from an external schema to the integrated schema can be performed. Templates are not bound to CSV-files specifically, they can be used for any types as long there is a wrapper for processing the templates, schemas and data.

The repository provides the integrated schema to the mediator. It contains models of objects, relationships between the different object models and bindings to where the models can be retrieved. Our repository has chosen to follow the same approach as Garlic and TSIMMIS and uses a subset of the ODMG Data Model to model objects in the repository. This standard is used as it
also has the OQL as another part in the same standard and they are tightly connected. OQL is the preferred query language by the stake holder of this project. Although, some extensions have been made since the ODMG Data Model does not store where the modelled objects actually are stored. These bindings are stored by storing an attribute assigned an unique identifier assigned to each wrapper. This identifier is later used to validate if two models exists in the same data source or not. An example data model is shown in figure 3, this is just a fictitious model for demonstration. Nodes with identical colors are stored in the same data source.

Data sources can be positioned at different physical or logical locations. Data positioned at different logical locations are trivial, different physical locations can on the contrary be troublesome. Interruptions, corrupt data and latency are the potential problems for us, we will however only look in depth at the interruption issue. Interruptions of power or network connectivity can make a data source unavailable to our mediator. Imagine figure 3 as an unsynchronized data model where the wrapper representing X-Rays and Journals has lost connectivity to its data source. The query

```
SELECT address FROM Patient p, X-Rays x WHERE p.birthnumbr = x.patient
```

can thereby not be processed properly until connectivity has been restored. We could just let our connection to the data source time out, this is however not very efficient or proactive. A proactive approach would let us know even before we execute a query if the data source is up or not. Such a solution would faster let a user know when something is wrong, sometimes even a partial result is good enough! Our solution to this issue is to use either Heartbeats[4] or a Echo[4] to get the status of your source. The heartbeat solution lets the data source send a message to the mediator regularly to verify it is online. The mediator tries to reestablish the connection once a heartbeat is not received and the data source is assumed to have lost connectivity. Heartbeats can be used by active sources, for example a DBMS or services. Echoes does like Heartbeats send a message but now the mediator sends the message instead of receiving. Echo can be used for passive data sources for instance a file or web server. It is not known why previous research has neglected this issue, perhaps it was not very common to store data at different physical locations when their research took place. This is however just speculations of what the reason could have been.

It turns out that there is no tight coupling between the architecture and query language. The coupling between the query language and query processing technique is also quite weak as long the implementation is generic enough. One example is how Garlic made STARs more generic to work with multiple sources and their query language, the processing technique although the same as

---

Figure 3: Example data model
Lohmans STARs, TSIMMIS and Garlic both use an object-oriented dialect of SQL but different query processing techniques as well as some differences in their architecture. Starburst[11], a query processor, uses STARs like Garlic but does not use an object-oriented language. STARs is also used in DB2 which does not have a mediator system nor an object-oriented query language.

The presented solution used a layered mediator architecture and integrated the ODMG Data model 3.0 for modeling objects. Interruptions are dealt with either by Echoes or Heartbeats, depending on if the data source is active or passive.

5 Query Processing

![Figure 4: The query processor](image)

Figure 4 shows the internals of the mediator module. This section will present how the query constructor and query planner works and how they handle single source and multi-source queries. Query optimizations are left out at this stage of the project and it is assumed the data sources will optimize the queries passed to them. The query processor has three different parts: The query constructor that creates a new STAR from the input query. The query planner splits up a STAR into smaller parts by iterating through the STAR tree and decide to what wrapper it should be sent to.

There are several different query planning and query processing techniques. You can either use plain relational algebra, rewrite the query directly in the string or as in this project, use STRategy Alternative Rules. We use a combination of Lohmans STARs and Garlic STARs[15][12], out STARs are very similar to Lohmans STARs but it has borrowed a couple of operators from Garlic. The second difference is that the operators do not contain as much metadata as in Garlic. Having information about the data sources in an operator is superfluous since this information is already stored in our data model.
A query can be split up in two different types, single source and multi source. The following examples constructs a STAR from the query `SELECT address FROM Patient p, X-Rays x WHERE p.birthnmbr = x.patient`, the data model used is presented in figure 3 but the objects have been extended with additional attributes. A single source query will however be passed directly to a wrapper after its STAR has been constructed and analyzed. Figure 5 shows how a STAR is more efficiently written as a PUSHDOWN instead of creating a complex STAR. Multi source queries requires several more steps. Figure 6 shows a query that retrieves data from two different sources and is later joined in the Mediator using a Nested Loop Join method. The performance could have been increased by skipping the STAR construction for single queries but it would also require a wrapper to have two parsers; one parser for STARs to the native query language and parser for OQL to the native query language.

Queries using multiple sources must be split up in several subqueries to be able to return a correct result. The subqueries must in some cases be processed in a specific order because of dependencies between non-terminals and siblings in the query tree. A STAR is processed bottom-up and cuts off non-terminals which uses a single source and passes it to a wrapper for retrieval of data. Another issue to deal with is lack of capabilities in some wrappers. Wrappers may have different sets of capabilities which the mediator must compensate for. A wrapper will compare the capabilities required to process the STAR with the data source set of capabilities. It should
be rewritten to match the data source’s capabilities if capabilities does not match. The STAR is then parsed to an executable format and sent to the wrappers corresponding data source. The mediator will then perform joins on the data retrieved from the different wrappers until all STARs have been processed and it has reached the root STAR.

6 Status & Conclusion

Our solution as presented, uses a layered mediator architecture[7][19] with four modules. The mediator, repository, wrappers and data sources. The repository uses the ODMG Data Model 3.0[6] to model objects and relations but it has been extended with an identifier to bind the model to its data source. Wrappers make use of templates to decouple the schema layouts for each type, wrappers must however first be developed to support different data sources. An issue was discovered during the design, interruptions of power and network connectivity can lead an unsynchronized schema. This makes it impossible for some queries to execute properly. We use a proactive solution to verify that a data source is up instead of just waiting for time-outs. The suggested solution is to use either Heartbeats or Echoes. Previous research has not brought up this problem for unknown reasons, possibly they assumed all data sources were located locally.

The query processor uses a dialect of Lohmans[15] and Garlics STARs[12]. It was developed during this project to fit better into the extended subset of the ODMG data model. It was probably a rather successful choice since the query algorithm can now solely focus on the query and not bother about where the data is stored until the planning stage. Then we already have the data ready in our model. The model can also be used forwarded to the business logic if it for some reason would like to know where certain objects are stored. The query planning step was the toughest step to find research about. None of the existing mediators mention how they split their queries over many data sources. The bottom-up approach was found by coincidence while trying to figure out how to split the query. Just the thought "lets try it backwards" solved the problem after been prototyping a top-down approach. It has just been tested in theory and is not yet implemented. This system and the research behind it will soon be implemented and integrated into our stakeholders framework.

Many solutions propose to work with operator trees and relational algebra on a lower level than a STAR[20]. These solutions has however mainly worked with relational databases and not tried to integrate data from various types of sources. Neither has any performance measurements been found of the two so it was decided to go for an algorithm that was proven to work for similar projects, such as Garlic.

This area is likely to grow in the future, cloud computing, SOA and other technologies are becoming more popular for each day. These technologies do also often use data from diverse data sources in some way, few has a solution for mediating data homogeneously from their sources.
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